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In this paper we investigate both the existence and the limiting behavior for the 
equation II,, + Au, + Au =f(t, u, u,), where A is a sectorial operator,fis periodic in 
t, and f satisfies certain regularity and growth assumptions. In most results on 
limiting behavior we will assume A has compact resolvent. We consider the 
equation as an abstract ODE defined on a paired space X4 x X”, 0 < u 6 /I < 1. 
With regard to the limiting behavior, one of our principal results will be to show 
that if there is a bounded set in one of the spaces considered, for which all points or 
trajectories enter into and remain, then there is a set J consisting of very “smooth” 
functions defined on all of the spaces considered, which is the maximum compact 
invariant set, uniformly asymptotically stable, connected, and having very strong 
attractivity properties in all these spaces, We will often show it attracts all points in 
a bounded set uniformly. We will give a few sharper results for the case where 
A =-A. The work is motivated by recent papers of Webb and Fitzgibbon, and 
applies techniques found in recent papers by the author. 
In this paper we look at the equation 
u,, t ah, + Au =f(r, u, u,), (1) 
where A is a sectorial operator on a Banach space X, a > 0, and f is a 
nonlinear operator, periodic in t, and satisfying certain regularity and growth 
assumptions. We will reconsider the equation as an abstract ordinary 
differential equation on a Banach space. In this way we will be able to 
establish local existence, uniqueness, continuation, and continuous depen- 
dence theorems. 
A common example where this type of equation arises is in the modelling 
of longitudinal vibrations in a homogeneous bar in which there are viscous 
effects. The equation considered here is 
utt - adu, -Au =f(t, u, Vu, u,, VU,). (2) 
The term cz Au, indicates that the stress is proportional not only to the strain, 
as with Hooke’s law, but also to the strain rate as in a linearized Kelvin 
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material [20-241. In some models an cdu,, term is also added to the 
equation, which takes into account the inertia of lateral motions in which the 
cross sections are extended or contracted in their own planes. Although the 
addition of this last term does not fit into the class of equations we are 
studiying here, it can be treated in a similar fashion. This equation has also 
been studied by Webb [ 18, 191. 
A third equation, studied by Fitzgibbons [5], Ball [25], Holmes and 
Marsden [27], and Marsden [28], which also tits into this general equation 
we are considering is the equation 
+ su, = 0 (3) 
subject to the boundary conditions 
u(0, t) = u( 1, t) = z&,(0, t) = u,,( 1, t) = 0. 
This equation arises as a model for the transverse motion of an extensible 
beam whose ends are held a fixed distance apart. The boundary conditions 
corresponds to the case where the ends of the beam are hinged. 
Under the assumption that Re o(A) > 0 (o(A) is the spectrum of A) and A 
has compact resolvent, our main result for this equation is to show that point 
dissipative and compact dissipative are equivalent notions, and imply the 
existence of a maximal compact invariant set which is connected, uniformly 
asymptotically stable, and attracts a neighborhood of any compact set 
uniformly. Furthermore, we will establish for many spaces that the map is 
also bounded dissipative, or ultimately bounded, and the maximal compact 
invariant set actually attracts bounded sets uniformly. 
Finally, we shall consider equations of this form which are defined on 
several Banach spaces, as is the case for Eq. (2). The results on the limiting 
behavior for this equation will be strikingly sharper. The techniques will also 
be of great generality, allowing simple proofs of results on limiting behavior 
for equations differing from the type discussed in this paper, such as the 
reactiondiffusion systems discussed by Alikakos in 121. 
In order to understand the results, it is helpful to begin by defining a few 
of the terms often used. Let T: X-+ X be a continuous map with X a Banach 
space. A set B c X dissipates a set J c X if there exists an n, > 0 such that 
n > n, implies T”J c B. T is said to be point dissipative if there is a bounded 
set which dissipates all points in X. T is compact dissipative if there is a 
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bounded set which dissipates all compact sets in X. T is local dissipative if 
there is a bounded set which dissipates a neighborhood of any point. T is 
local compact dissipative if there is a bounded set which dissipates a 
neighborhood of any compact set. T is bounded dissipative, or ultimately 
bounded, if there is a bounded set which dissipates all bounded, sets. It is 
known that if T is continuous, then compact dissipative, local dissipative, 
and local compact dissipative are equivalent. 
A set J is an invariant set if TJ= J. J is stable if for all E > 0 there is a 
6 > 0 such that for all n > 0, T”(J + B,(O)) c J + B,(O), where B,.(a) is a 
ball of radius I with center at a. J attracts a set B if every neighborhood of J 
dissipates B. J is uniformly asymptotically stable if J is stable and attracts a 
neighborhood of itself. The orbit of a set B, y+(B), is defined by 
r’(B)= IJrEO T”(B). The w-limit set of B, o(B), is defined by 
w(B) = n,m=,, Cl{UFL, T’WI. 
There are several papers in which the theory for this type of dissipative 
system has been developed. Among these are [3, 4, 7-10, 12-151. 
In the first section we will examine questions of local existence, 
uniqueness, continuation, and continuous dependence for the abstract 
equation. Following the style of Henry [ 111 we will get local existence, 
uniqueness, etc., of the equation on a variety of spaces. In Section 2 we will 
show that boundedness of an orbit in one space often implies the boundeness 
of the orbit in several spaces. We will begin by a very general theorem, and 
then apply it to the equations discussed here. Similarly in Section 3, we give 
some very general theorems showing that a bounded invariant set in one 
space is a precompact invariant set in all of the spaces considered. This will 
automatically give “smoothness” properties. In Section 4 we discuss the 
limiting behavior under various point dissipative assumptions. Finally in 
Section 5 we will relate these results to equations with Dirichlet boundary 
conditions to give an example of the sharpness of the results obtained. 
We should remark here that our aim is to study the limiting behavior of 
solutions under very general assumptions, such as the boundedness of 
solutions, or the assumption that all solutions enter into some bounded set 
and remain in it. It is not our purpose in this paper to show when such 
assumptions are satisfied. This is usually done through Lyapunov functions, 
or some similar methods, and some examples are given by Webb [ 191. In the 
following we do not need to assume global existence, either. Whenever we 
establish that the orbit of a solution is bounded we automatically get global 
existence by the continuation theorems. Hence, it is not necessary to ever 
establish global existence of any solution a priori. Of course, if we assume a 
solution is bounded in some space, the continuation theorem immediately 
implies global existence, also. We should also point out here that the 
dynamical behavior we discuss for these equations depends very much on the 
structure of the equation, such as its existence and variation of constants 
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formula on at least two Banach spaces, one compactly imbedded in the 
other. It is not a simple consequence in any way of the precompactness of
bounded orbits, which is not too difficult to prove. 
1. EXISTENCE, UNIQUENESS, CONTINUATION, AND 
CONTINUOUS DEPENDENCE 
It is usually more convenient o consider Eq. (1) as an abstract ordinary 
differential equation in a Banach space. This is easy to do by letting u = u,. 
We get Eq. (1) is equivalent o 
or 
(I),= [-ti -AA] + (f(t,E,u,i (4) 
z, = -Bz + F(t, z), 
B= [; --J z=[ ;I, Fw=[,t,“U,t.)]. (5) 
We will prove results on local existence, uniqueness, continuation, and 
continuous dependence results by using the techniques found in Henry’s 
lecture notes [ 1 I]. We begin with some definitions. 
An analytic semigroup on the Banach space X is a family of continuous 
linear operators {T(t)},,, defined on X satisfying: 
(i) T(0) = Z, T(t) T(s) = T(t + s) for t, s > 0. 
(ii) T(t) x -+ x as t + O+ for each x E X. 
(iii) t-i T(t) x is real analytic on 0 < t < co for all x E X. 
The infinitesimal generator L of the analytic semigroup is defined by 
Lx = lim,,, l/t( T(t) x - x), and its domain D(L) is the set of all x E X for 
which this limit exists. 
A linear operator A in a Banach space X is called a sectorial operator if it 
is a closed, densely defined operator such that, for some o in (0, z/2), some 
M> 1, and some real a, the sector S,,, = (2 ) o < 1 arg(J. - a)[ < x, I # a} is 
in the resolvent set and ]](A - A)-‘]] < M/j 1- a 1 for all 1 E S, s. 
It is known that if A is sectorial, then --A generates an analytic semigroup 
epAf (see [ll]), d an conversely, if -A generates an analytic semigroup, then 
A is sectorial. Furthermore, eUA’ = (1/2ni) J”, (A + A)-’ e” dA, where Z is a 
contour in p(4) with arg A--+ k/3 as ]A] -+ +co for some 8 E (42, z). If 
Re o(A) > 6 > 0, then (I eeAf ]I < Ce-“’ for all t > 0 and for some constant C. 
Let X4 be the Banach space consisting of the domain of the fractional 
power A4 of the operator A with the graph norm. See, for example, Henry 
[ Ill, Sobolevskii [ 291, or Glushko and Krein [26]. 
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THEOREM 1.1. Suppose A is sectorial on X and B is defined in (5). Then 
B generates an analytic semigroup e-” on X4 X X0 for 0 < u < /3 < 1. 
ProoJ All that we need to show is that B is a sectorial operator. Clearly, 
B is closed and densely defined. Formally we can compute the resolvent 
;‘](J’+(l-al)A)-‘. 
Since all of the operators commute it is easy to show this indeed is the 
resolvent. Using the fact that A is sectorial we can easily find a sector S,,, 
for this operator. We will show that the bounds can be satisfied by 
computing term by term. We will begin with the diagonal terms. 
for some M’ large enough and some real a’. Since A is sectorial in each X”, 
the estimates are satisfied for this term. 
The next term is 
/A[k’+ (1 -al)A]-‘II= 
for some M’ large enough and a’ real. 
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Now we consider the off-diagonal terms. For the upper right term it 
suffices to show that I]-[A* + (1 - aA) A]-’ x]], ( (M’/]1 -a’]) ]]x]],, holds 
uniformly in x E X where (1. (ID is the norm in XD. Since X”G Xy’ is a 
continuous imbedding for y’ < y, this gives I( -[A’ + (1 - Cm) A ] - ’ x ]I4 < 
~,II-~~2+~~--~)Al-‘~ll, < ~~,~‘lI~-~olI~,ll~~~,~,~‘lI~-~l~ll~ll, 
as we desire. 
Since ]]--[n2 + (1 - al)A]-’ ~(1, = II-A[12 + (1 - al)A]-’ xllo, it suf- 
fices toshow I(-A[~‘+(l-a~)A]-‘)I~M’/(~-a’l. 
I(-A[12 + (1 -aJ)A]-‘(I 
= (IaAL 11) Ii[ -” I2 (an-l)+ (an- l)-A 
=~lan’ll)(l(a;lf-I)l’ll[(a~-~~)-A]-’//’l) 
for M’ large enough and a’ real. 
Finally, we look at the lower left term. Again, because of the imbeddings, 
it suffices to show l/A@’ + (1 - an) A)-’ IJB <W//3, - a’/ since 
(IA(J’+ (1 -al)A-‘xllU< CI(A(12 + (1 -aA)A)-‘I),. The calculations 
are basically the same as for the preceding term. 
Hence, we may now conclude that B is sectorial, and eFB’ is an analytic 
semigroup. Q.E.D. 
Remark 1. If Re o(A) > 0, a > 0, then by looking at the spectrum, we 
see that I]e-E’]] < Ce-” for some 6 > 0. This also implies that for any fixed 
t > 0 there is an equivalent norm for which ePar is a contraction. In 
particular, there is an equivalent norm for which e-Bw is a contraction, 
where w is the period of F(t, z). We will use this later. 
Remark 1.2. It is also useful to notice that e-B’(vO(x)), considered as a 
map on v(x), maps X0 --) Xi X X’ (in fact, X” + X’ +O X Xi +O) continuously 
for 0 < (T < 1. In the case where A has compact resolvent, this map will be 
completely continuous. This is also a result which will prove useful in later 
sections. 
Now let us reconsider Eq. (4). Let us assume that f(t, u, u) is Holder 
continuous in t and locally lipschitz in X from X4 x X” * X with 
0 ( u <p < 1. Following the style of Henry [ 111 we get local existence, 
uniqueness, continuation, and continuous dependence of solutions of (4). 
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Furthermore, we have the variation of constants formula 
z(t) = eeBfzo + 1’ e-B(t-s)F(s, z(s)) ds. 
Jo 
The period map T: X4 X X” -P X4 x X0 is defined by Tz, = z(o) and is 
explicitly given by 
T=C+U, 
Cz, = eeBwzo, (7) 
uz,= w I emBcwes)F(s, z(s)) ds 0 
with z(t) given by (6). If Re a(A) > 0 and A has compact resolvent, then we 
know from the previous remarks that there is an equivalent norm for which 
C is a contraction and U is conditionally.compact; hat is, for any bounded 
set B c XD X X“ for which the set {z(t) 1 z(t) is a solution of (6) with z. E B} 
is bounded for 0 < t < w, it follows that UB has compact closure. An 
operator which is the sum of a contraction and a conditionally compact map 
is known to be a conditional-a-contraction which we now define. Such maps 
have some nice compactness properties, which are especially useful in 
analyzing its limiting behavior. 
The a-measure of noncompactness is a map a: 23’ + [0, oo), where 9 is 
the collection of bounded sets, defined by a(B) = inf{r 1 B can be covered by 
a finite collection of sets of diameter less than r}. A map T is an a- 
contraction if there is a k E [O, 1) such that for all B E 9, we have 
a(TB) < ka(B). T is called a conditional-a-contradiction if there exists a 
k E [0, 1) such that for all B E 9 with TB E 9 be have a(TB) < ka(B). 
Let Y+ (4 = UnrO T”x be the positive orbit through x and 
4x) = n*,o cl (y+ (Tmx)} be the o-limit set of x relative to the map T. The 
fact that T is a conditional a-contraction automatically gives us the 
following results: 
(i) For any x with y+(x) bounded, the set yf (x) is precompact and 
w(x) is nonempty, compact, and attracts x. 
(ii) If B E 9 and yf (B) is bounded, then w(B) is nonempty, 
compact, and attracts B. 
(iii) If T is compact dissipative, then there is a maximal compact 
invariant set which is nonempty, connected, uniformly asymptotically stable, 
and attracts a neighborhood of any compact set. 
We shall obtain sharper results than these by using a littel more structure, 
i.e., the decomposition T = C + U. 
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2. BOUNDED ORBITS FORTHE ABSTRACT EQUATION 
In this section, we will show for Eq. (4) that boundedness of an orbit in 
one space may imply boundedness of that orbit in a variety of other spaces. 
We begin with properties of an abstract T = C + U. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let i: X, 4 X, be a continuous imbedding. Let T, C and 
U be continuous on Xi, j = 1,2. Let T = C + U with C a contraction in both 
spaces, C(0) = 0, and U having the property that for any set B c X, with B 
and U(B) bounded in X,, then U(B) is bounded in X, . Then ifx E X, and 
y+(x) is bounded in X, , then y+(x) is bounded in X, , similarly, if a set B is 
bounded in X, and y+(B) is bounded in X,, then y+(B) is bounded in X, . 
ProoJ Let (1. /Ii denote the norm in the Banach space Xi. For 
convenience, we will denote I(BJ(i for a set B c Xi by 1) BJli = 
sup()lxlli I x E B}. It suffices to prove the more general case that if B is a 
bounded set in X, and y ’ (B) is bounded in X, , then y ’ (B) is bounded in X, . 
Clearly, U(y’ (B)) is bounded in X, since Ty’(B) c y’(B). Hence, U(y+ (B)) 
is also bounded in X, by the assumption made on U. Let max{ll B/I,, 
II U(yf (B))ll,} = R. Let k be the contraction constant for C in X, . Then we 
shall show II y+ (B)ll, < R/( 1 - k). 
Suppose 11 lJkcO T”‘B(I, Q R/(1 - k). Then 
it:!: TmB//, G IF CP, TmB)lll + //o. @, TmBiII, 
~kll~~TmBll*+IIu~~~TmB~lI, 
< kR/(l - k) + R 
<R/(1 - k). 
Hence, by induction, we have the result. 
A fairly obvious, but useful, corollary is the following. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose you have an ordered family of Banach spaces 
{X,1, aEI= {1,2,3,...,M},X,+, G X, is a continuous imbedding. Let T, 
C, and U be continuous operators on each X, and satisfy the conditions of 
Theorem 2.1 for each pair (X, + , , X,). Then if a < /?, x E X, and y + (x) is 
bounded in X,, then y+(x) is bounded in X,,. Similarly, if a <p, B c X, is 
bounded, and y’ (B) is bounded in X,, then y’ (B) is bounded in X,. 
The prcof is a simple, step-by-step rocedure. 
Similarly, we get the following corollary. 
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COROLLARY 2.2. Suppose you have an ordered family of Banach spaces 
{X,), a E I a connected interval in R, satisfying the property that X,, C, X, 
for a <p. Let T, C and U be continuous operators on each X,, with 
C(0) = 0, C a contraction on each X,, and U having the property that for all 
a there exists E > 0 such that tf B is a set in X, + E with B, U(B) bounded in 
X a--E, then U(B) is bounded in Xa+E. Under these assumptions we get the 
same conclusion, i.e., for a Q p if x E X, and y ’ (x) is bounded in X,, then 
y + (x) is bounded in X, . Also, if B is bounded in X, and y ’ (B) is bounded in 
X,, then yt (B) is bounded in X0. 
Again, the proof is a simple step-by-step procedure and a compactness 
argument. 
We will give a more specific example of this in Section 5. We present the 
results here in greater generality because they can have a wide variety of 
applications. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Suppose f in (4) satisfies the conditions above and 
Re o(A) > 0. If x E X4’ x X”‘, p < p’, u < u’, 0 Q o’ < /3’ < 1 and yt (x) is 
bounded in X4 x X”, then yt (x) is bounded in X4’ x X”‘. Likewise, if B is 
bounded in X4’ x X”‘, u < u’, /3 < /3’, 0 < o’ < 8’ < 1 and yt (B) is bounded 
in X4 x X”, then yt (B) is bounded in XD’ X X”‘. 
Notice that it is not necessary to alssume that A has compact resolvent to 
obtain the conclusions in Corollary 2.3. 
3. INVARIANT SETS FOR THE ABSTRACT EQUATION 
In this section we show for strongly damped nonlinear wave equations 
defined on an ordered set of Banach spaces as mentioned before, that a 
bounded invariant set in one space is a precompact invariant set in all of the 
spaces. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let i: X, 4 X, be a compact imbedding. Let T, C and 
U: Xj -+ Xj, j = 1,2, be continuous operators with T = C + U. Let C be a 
contraction in both spaces and C(0) = 0. Let U have the following three 
properties: (i) U is conditionally completely continuous, (ii) U: X, --) X, is 
continuous, and (iii) tf B c X, and U(B) is bounded in X,, then U(B) is 
bounded in X, . Under these conditions, if J is a bounded invariant set in X, , 
then J is a precompact invariant set in X, . 
Remark. When A has compact resolvent and Re o(A) > 0, the conditions 
on C and U are natural conditions arising from the variation of constants 
formula. 
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Proox Let U(n) = T” - C”. I wish to first show that Unal U(n)J is 
bounded in X, . Clearly J = TJ = CJ + UJ. Also, J = T’J = C(TJ) + U(TJ) = 
(C*J + CUJ) + UJ. Continuing in this fashion we get J = C;:b CmUJ t C”J. 
Hence, U(n) J = Ck:b C*UJ. Since J = CJ t UJ, clearly UJ is bounded in 
X2, hence, UJ is bounded in X, . Let )I UJJI, = R. Let k be the contraction 
constant for C in X,. Since U(n) J= Ci;‘,, CmUJ, we have 
I( U(n) JI(, < Ci;;=Lo k”R <R/(1 - k). Hence, Unhl U(n) J is bounded in X,. 
Now we show J is a bounded invariant set in X, . Since J = T”J, clearly 
J= lim,,, T”J= limn+m C”J + U(n) J= lim,,, U(n) J in X2. We know 
that U$, U(n) J is a bounded set in X,. We will show each limit point in 
X2 is actually a limit point in X, . Let {x,} -+ x,, in X,, with xP E U(n,) J and 
hJ1 -+ 00. Let { y,} be a sequence in J with x,, = U(n,) y,. Let {z,} be a 
sequence in Un>, U(n) J with (IzP - yP(l < kP. Clearly we can do this since 
Jc WJ,,, W> Jl in X2. Now define 0((n) = CL:: C”U. 0(‘(n) restricted 
to J is equal to U(n) restricted to J. Furthermore, the following three 
properties are easily established for 0((n): (i) {o(n)},,, is collectively 
conditionally completely continuous in X,, i.e., if B is bounded in X, , then 
U,,>, @z) B is precompact in X,, (ii) 0(‘(n): X,+X, is uniformly 
continuous with respect o n, and (iii) if B c X, and U(B) is bounded in X2, 
then Unal o(n) B is bounded in X,. From these properties we get that 
{@(n,,) zp} is precompact in X, , hence, it has a convergent subsequence; call 
this {U(n,) zP} also, and let {@(n,) zp} -+ x’E X, in X,. But then 
{@(n,) y,,} -+ x’ in X, since {o(n)} is continuous uniformly with respect o n. 
Hence, {U(n,)y,} -tx’ in X,. But we know { U(n,) y,} + x in X2. Clearly, 
x = x’ since the imbedding is continuous. Hence, J is a bounded invariant set 
in X,. 
To show J is precompact, all we need to notice is the fact that T is a 
conditional-a-contraction. Hence, J= a(TJ) < ka(J) implies a(J) = 0 in X, 
and J is precompact. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Suppose you can have an ordered family of Banach 
spaces {X, }, a E I, I = { 1,2, 3 ,..., M]. Let T, C and U be continuous 
operators on each X,. Let X,, , 4 X, be a continuous imbedding. Suppose 
T, C and U satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.1 for each pair (X, + , , X,). 
Then if J is a bounded invariant set in one space, J is a precompact invariant 
set in all of the spaces. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose you have an ordered family of Banach spaces 
IX,}, a E I, I and connected interval in IR, with the property that X, q X, 
is a continuous imbedding for a > p. Suppose for all a there is an E > 0 such 
that if a’, p’ E (a - E, a t E) n I, a’ > /3’, then (X,, , X,,) satisfy the 
condition of Theorem 3.1. Then if J is an invariant set in one space, J is an 
invariant set in all of the spaces. 
505/4x/3-3 
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COROLLARY 3.3. If Re o(A) > 0, A has compact resolvent, f in (4) 
satisfies the conditions in Section 1 for existence, uniqueness, etc., for Eq. (4) 
on X” x X0 and J is a bounded invariant set on any space X4’ x X”’ with 
B < B’, u < u’ and 0 < o’ < B’ < 1, then J is a precompact invariant set in all 
such spaces. 
COROLLARY 3.4. If J is a maximum compact invariant set, in either of 
the above corollaries, for one of the spaces considered, then it is the 
maximum compact invariant set for all of the spaces considered. 
The proofs of these four corollaries are simple applications of 
Theorem 3.1. 
4. LIMITING BEHAVIOR FOR THE ABSTRACT EQUATION 
In this section we investigate the limiting behavior of the abstract mapping 
T = C + U where C is a contraction and U is conditionally completely 
continuous. These results have obvious implications for (4) if we assume that 
f is Holder continuous in t, periodic in t with period o, and locally lipschitz 
in U, v as a map from X4 x X” + X, A has compact resolvent, and 
Re o(A) > 0. This implies the imbedding X 4 Xy’ is compact for y > y’ and 
gives the compactness properties mentioned in Section 1. 
We begin by restating a general theorem found in Massatt [ 151. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let i: X, 4 X, be a compact imbedding. Let T, C and 
U. Xj -+ Xj be continuous operators with T = C + U. Let C be a contraction 
in both spaces and C(0) = 0. Let U satisfy the property that for all B c X, , tf 
U(B) is bounded in X,, then U(B) is bounded in X,. Then if there is a 
bounded set in X, which dissipates points in X,, then T is bounded 
dissipative in X, . Furthermore, if T is point dissipative in X,, then T is 
compact dissipative in X,, has a jixed point and there is a set J c X, which 
is the maximal compact invariant set in X,. It is also connected, uniformly 
asymptotically stable, and attracts a neighborhood of any compact set in X,. 
With the following additional assumption on U we can strengthen the 
result in the following manner. 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume the same conditions as Theorem 4.1. Let us also 
assume U: X, +X, is continuous and for all B c X,, tf U(B) is bounded in 
X,, then U(B) is bounded in X, . We also assume U is conditionally 
completely continuous in X,. Under these assumptions the set J in 
Theorem 4.1 is the maximum compact invariant set in both spaces, is 
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uniformly asymptotically stable in both spaces, attracts a neighborhood of 
any compact set in X, and it attracts all bounded sets in X,. 
Proof: The proof for the existence of a maximal compact invariant set in 
X, with the described properties may be found in [ 131. The fact that the 
maximum compact invariant set for X, and X, are the same set follows from 
Section 3 (see Theorem 3.1 or Corollary 3.4). 
Next we will extend the results to the case where the equations define a 
flow on several Banach spaces. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let {X,}, a E I, I = { 1,2,3 ,..., M}, be an ordered family 
of Banach spaces, with X,, , 4 X, a compact imbedding. Let T, C and U 
be continuous operators in each X,. Suppose T, C and U satisfy the 
conditions of Theorem 4.2 for each pair (X, + , , X,). Then if a, p E I, a ,< b, 
and there is a bounded set in X, which dissipates all points in X,,, then there 
is a connected set J which is the maximum compact invariant set in all of the 
spaces XY, y E I. J is uniformly asymptotically stable in each X, with y > p. J 
attracts all bounded sets in X,, tf y > p and y # 1. If ,b = 1, then J attracts a 
neighborhood of any compact set ‘in X, . J also contains a fixed point of T. 
Proof If a < y, it is suffkient to show that there is a bounded set in 
X a+ 1 which dissipates points in X,. Then we may apply Theorems 4.1 and 
4.2, and proceed inductively. 
Hence let us show there is a bounded set in X,, , which dissipates points 
in XY. Let B be a bounded set in X, which dissipates points in X,. Let 
8 = {x E XYI y+(x) c B). Clearly 8 c B and l? dissipates points in X,. 
Furthermore, TB c 8, hence, U(a) is bounded in Xa_. By the assumptions on 
U this implies U(B) is bounded in X,, , . Let (1 U(B)(J, + , = R. Let k be the 
contraction constant for C in X,, , , We claim the ball of radius 
L = E + R/( 1 - k) centered at 0 in X,, 1 dissipates all points in X, , E > 0. 
Since B dissipates all points in X,, it suffices to show B,,(O) dissipates all 
points in ri. 
Let XE B. II T”xlI* + I = II CT”xll,+l + II UTnXlln+, G k II T”xll,+, + R. 
Using this one can easily show ]I T”x((,+ , < k” JIx(j,+ , + R/(1 - k). Clearly 
there exists n, large enough that n > n, implies ]I T’xJI,+, < 
E + R/( 1 - k) = L. Hence, BL(0) dissipates points in X,. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Suppose you have an ordered family of Banach spaces 
{X,], a E I, I a connected interval, consisting of more than one point, in iR, 
with the property that X, 4 X, is a compact imbedding for p > a. Let T, C 
and U be continuous operators on each X, such that for all a E I there is an 
E > 0 such that tf a’, /3’ E (a - E, a + E) f? Z, /3’ > a’, then on (X0!, X,,), T, C 
and U satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.2. Then I$ a ,< p and there is a 
bounded set in X, which dissipates all points in X,, then there is a connected 
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set J which is the maximum compact invariant set in all of the spaces X,, 
y E I. J is uniformly asymptotically stable in each X7 with y > B . J attracts 
all bounded sets in X, if y # inf I. If /I = inf Z and B E I, then J attracts a 
neighborhood of any compact set in X,. J also contains a fixed point of T. 
COROLLARY 4.2. If A has compact resolvent and f satisfies the 
conditions for existence, uniqueness, etc., for Eq. (4) on X0’ x X”‘, 
0 < o <B < 1, as stated in Section 1, then if there is a bounded set in 
X4’ X X”’ which dissipates points in XD” X X”” for o Q u’ < CT”, /I <p’ < p”, 
0 < o’ < 8’ < 1 and 0 < o” <B” < 1, then the following conclusions hold: 
There is a connected set J which is the maximal compact invariant set in all 
spaces X” x Xrz with B < rl, a< rz and 0 < rz Q r, < 1. J is uniformly 
asymptotically stable in Xrl x XT2 if B < r,, o < rz and 0 < r2 < r, < 1. If 
P ( 5, o < r2 and 0 < rz < r, < 1, then J attracts bounded sets in X’I X X’? 
If B = r, , o < rz and 0 < r2 < rl < 1, then J attracts a neighborhood of any 
compact set in X’l X X’2. 
The theorem is a simple application of the above theorems and corollaries. 
There is one little twist. Where we assume p < r, and u < rz, applying the 
above results would only prove this for p < r, and (T < rz. However, we can 
strengthen this to u < rz since T has a compactness property in this space, 
i.e., because if TB is bounded, then P,TB is precompact where P, is the 
projection onto the second space. 
5. APPLICATIONS TO u,, - a Au, -Au =f (t, u, Vu, u,, Vu,) 
Let us assume U: /1 c Rm -+ R with /i an open, bounded, connected set 
having a smooth boundary. For the sake of simplicity assume u = 0 on &4 
(the results may easily be extended to much more general boundary 
conditions). Then it is well-known that A is sectorial in Ci,“ where Cl*” is 
the completion of the C” functions satisfying the boundary conditions in 
C”,” (see 1171). 
We will consider the following spaces: Lp X Lp, l@ X Lp, l6’7 X i&T, 
wp-lw;xLP, w;nFQx ti;, W; n J&y x W; n ey and C;” x Cl-” 
where (0, 0) < (n, v) < (1, P) < (ho). We let (a,, P,) < (a*, P2) if 6) a1 < a2 
or (ii) a,=a2 and/I, <&. 
For a given function f, we will say the class of admissible spaces for f, 
AS(J), is all of the above spaces for which the existence, uniqueness and 
continuous dependence results of Section 1 hold. A space X is called an 
admissible space, X E AS(f), if it is in the class of admissible spaces. We 
will say an admissible space is of type 1 if there is no other admissible space 
Y where Y 4 X and the imbedding P,(Y) G P,(X) is compact. P, is the 
natural projection onto the second space, i.e., P,(u, u) = u. Otherwise it is 
type 2. 
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In this section, I will denote the period map associated with Eq. (2) and all 
symbols yt (x), O(X) and concepts-invariant set, stability, etc., are relative to 
this map. 
With the aid of the Sobolev Imbedding Lemma we are able to easily 
obtain the following results. 
THEOREM 5.1. If X and Y are two admissible spaces for f in Eq. (2), 
X 4 Y, x0 E X and y ’ (x0) is bounded in Y, then y ’ (x0) is bounded in X. 
Likewise, if B c X is bounded in X and y + (B) is bounded in Y, then y ’ (B) is 
bounded in X. Furthermore, w(xO) and co(B) are nonempty, compact 
invariant sets which attract x and B, respectively. 
THEOREM 5.2. If J is a bounded invariant set in an admissible space X, 
then J is a precompact invariant set in all of the admissible spaces. 
THEOREM 5.3. If X and Y are two admissible spaces with Y 4 X and 
there is a bounded set in X which dissipates points in Y under the period map 
T, then there is a connected set J which is the maximum compact invariant 
set in all of the admissible spaces. In the spaces Z E AS(f) where Z 4 Y, J 
is untformly asymptotically stable and attracts a neighborhood of any 
compact set. If Z is of type 2, then J also attracts all bounded sets in Z. 
Now let us at a few examples. 
Let f (t, u, u,) be Holder continuous in t, periodic in t of period w, locally 
lipschitz in u and uI, and 1 f (t, u, u,)] < M(l + 1 u 1 + 1 u,l) for some constant 
M > 0. Then all of the spaces mentioned previously are admissible spaces, 
and all are of type 2 except Lp x Lp (1 < p < co) and Ci*’ x Ci*“. 
Let f (t, u, Vu, u,, Vu,) be Holder continuous in t, periodic in t of period o, 
locally lipschitz in u, Vu, ut, Vu, and If (t, u, Vu, u,, Vu,)1 ( M(l + ) u/ + 
/Vu1 + Iu,I + IVu,I) for some constant M> 0. Then I@: x I@:, 
w;f-l kvyx I@;, W$:n l@ x W;n F&‘y (1 <p < to) and C:*” x Ck”, 
(1,O) < (n, v) < (1, p) < (2,0), are all admissible spaces. The spaces 
@’ x F@T (1 <p < co) and Ci,” x CA,’ are the only admissible spaces of 
type 1. 
Let f (t, u, u,) be Holder continuous in t, periodic in t of period w, locally 
lipschitz in u and uI, and If(t,u,u,)l~‘(l+lul”+lu,l”) with n>l. 
Hence, f (t, u, u,) as a function of x is in Lpln if u and u( are in Lp. Using the 
fact that W;“’ n @‘I” 4 Lp for p > max(m(n - 1)/2, n) we get the class of 
admissible spaces to include all of the spaces in Lp x Lp with 
p > max(m(n - 1)/2, n). It is clear in any of these cases where we have 
polynomial growth, we may always choose p large enough to insure 
existence, uniqueness, continuation, and continuous dependence. The same 
estimate is true for l$‘f x F@ and W: n F&y x F@ n l&y. A similar estimate 
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can be found -for I@ x Lp and Ws n l&t x @. For the case, 
Wt n I@{ x Lp, no such estimate seems possible. Of course, for the spaces 
C:Viu the polynomial growth poses absolutely no problem. 
An example where we might apply Theorem 5.3 is the following. Suppose 
there is a bounded set in L ’ X L’ which we know dissipates all points in 
L* X L* . Then there is a set J which is the maximal compact invariant set in 
all the spaces Lp x Lp, I@ x Lp, l$‘~b@, Wf; n l&y x Lp, W< n t&T x F$‘f, 
W;n@x W$n@, .C;*px$u (l,<p<a~) and (O,O)<(I,v)< 
(n, P) < GO). F or all of these spaces with p > 2, J attracts a neighborhood 
of any compact set, and is uniformly asymptotically stable. For all of the 
spaces, except Lp x Lp and C$’ x Ci,‘, with p > 2, J also attracts all 
bounded sets. 
Some other interesting examples where these results can be applied can be 
found in Webb [19]. 
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